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Female Writer - How \"Equality\" Is Ruining Marriage Women, face it: marriage can never be feminist – Julie Bindel | Comment is Free
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Abraham Lincoln’s union with Mary Todd was not a happy one, but it may have honed his ability to guide a nation through crisis.
‘An American Marriage’ Review: House Divided
An assimilationist and a liberationist play cat-and-mouse in Zak Salih’s debut novel Let’s Get Back to the Party.
Can a Novel Capture the Tensions of Recent Queer History?
Tracing the evolution of both public opinion and politics around marriage equality, the work holds ... constant source and constant object of criticism. Activists think that they did not fight back ...
The Unlikely Coalition That Forced Marriage Equality
While marriage equality has made the most gains in Western democracies, antidiscrimination laws are gaining traction worldwide. In 2020, eighty-one countries and territories, including some that ...
Marriage Equality: Global Comparisons
Brad Hoylman said. “Instead of embracing the change that they helped usher through, Republicans turned against their colleagues who helped pass marriage equality.” Hoylman, a Manhattan ...
Still married: Marriage Equality Act a decade later
A San Francisco Superior Court judge found that one of the parties to a 2004 marriage between two lesbians that had been declared null and void by the state nonetheless qualifies as a "putative" ...
SF judge recognizes 2004 same-sex marriage state court voided
Certainly, voting against it would have been the safe thing to do. But Lentol voted for it. Why, you might ask, was supporting the Marriage Equality Act a politically risky move? Before I explain ...
Lentol’s Quiet Legacy on Marriage Equality
Islam and Quran upheld the gender justice but Muslim patriarchy and cultures deprive women of their rights and many a time misogynist cultural and patriarchal practices are legitimized in the name of ...
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of discrimination against women (CEDAW) and Muslim Family Laws -- in search of common ground
Related: Seniors helped drive marriage equality. Now they are benefitting ... hate groups and activists organizing to discriminate against people based on who they love or what gender they are.
What LGBTQ Americans have (and haven’t) gained since the recognition of marriage equality
Jack Ciattarelli, the Republican nominee for governor, was captured on video saying he didn't want "sodomy" being taught to sixth graders.
Murphy blasts Ciattarelli comments on LGBTQ school curriculum. How will it play in November?
A New York lawmaker has launched a campaign to keep Chick-fil-A restaurants out of state rest stops, because of the company’s history of donating to groups that oppose same-sex marriage. New York’s ...
Campaign launched to block Chick Fil-A from New York rest stops over anti-gay marriage stance
Any history of same-sex marriage in the United States has to start somewhere, and for Marriage Equality ... when the district court initially ruled against Proposition 8, LC criticized ADF ...
The Story of Same-Sex Marriage, as Told by the Victors
those pushing for marriage equality continued to trumpet the restraint of their legal approaches. As New England litigator Mary Bonauto filed the first major lawsuit against the Defense of ...
6 Years After Same-Sex Marriage, Now What?
Outgoing MP Nick Smith has apologised during his valedictory speech for having voted against marriage equality in 2013, after making a promise to his son who told him he was gay three years ago.
In final speech, Nick Smith apologises for voting against marriage equality, fulfilling promise to son
In 27 states, for example, it's not illegal to discriminate against queer people in areas ... [LGBTQ] community for a long time thought marriage equality was, if not the only issue, the most ...
6 maps that show how far we still have to go for LGBTQ equality
But four years later, he’s running against Bobby Rush in an overwhelmingly ... to Marry whose only objective was marriage equality. One of the critiques of existing LGBT groups — most notably ...
The Story of How Same-Sex Marriage Went From Fringe to Mainstream
In the United States, the struggle for LGBTQ rights has often revolved around employers and business owners discriminating against LGBTQ people.
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